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We are pleased to offer the 33 titles represented in this catalogue. These books have been selected from 
our current inventory and are being offered for sale to collectors and members of the trade. We specialize 
in high quality books relating to Pacific Voyages and Pacific Exploration.  We have several hundred similar 
titles in this area and welcome your inquiries.  Please do not hesitate to call with any questions that you 
may have. We strive to earn your trust and confidence by offering books in Fine condition that have been 
thoroughly collated and fairly priced.  Thank you for your interest.

Terms:

• All books are subject to prior sale.

• Prices are in American Dollars and domestic shipping is included. International shipping at cost.

• Payment is due at the time of order. Credit cards and checks gladly accepted.  

• Reciprocal pricing to the trade.  

• All books are unconditionally guaranteed to your satisfaction.
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ANSON, George (1697-1762)

Voyage Round The World in The Years MDCCXL, I, II, III, IV by George Anson Esq; Commander In Chief 
of a Squadron of His Majesty’s Ships, Sent Upon an Expedition to The South-Seas. Compiled From 
Papers and Other Materials of The Right Honourable George Lord Anson, and Published Under His 
Direction, by Richard Walter, M.A. Chaplain of His Majesty’s Ship The Centurion, in that Expedition. 
Illustrated with Forty-Two Copper-Plates 

“This Compilation Has Long Occupied a Distinguished Position as a Masterpiece of Descriptive Travel. 
Anson’s Voyage Appears to Have Been The Most Popular Book of Maritime Adventure of The Eighteenth 
Century”- (Hill)

Also included is a document dated June 1747 and SIGNED by George Anson. This document, also signed by three additional 
English commanders, discharges William Jefferys from the ship Salisbury located in Plymouth, England.

This is the official account of Anson’s voyage. England, at war with Spain in 1739, equipped eight ships under the command of 
George Anson to harass the Spaniards on the western coast of South America, for the purpose of cutting off Spanish supplies of 
wealth from the Pacific area. This compilation has long occupied a distinguished position as a masterpiece of descriptive travel. 
Anson’s voyage appears to have been the most popular book of maritime adventure of the eighteenth century.

London: Printed for the Author, by John and Paul Knapton, 1748, Quarto, First Edition, 417 pages with a list of subscribers, 
Complete, illustrated with forty-two copper-plates or maps, many folding. Directions to the Binder leaf not present as is 
frequently is the case, errata present. Rebound full mottled calf, with amazing heavily detailed hand tooled spine, 5 raised bands 
with 6 panels. Original read leather Moroccan title label preserved. Matching marbled endpapers, simply a superior work of 
expert book binding. Interior has typical light uniform tanning and some offsetting to plates, generally dark strong impressions, 
very clean copy. 

Stunning First Edition with Rare English Royal Navy Document Signed by Captain George Anson and Others

$7,500



AUSTIN, Mary (1868-1934)

The Land of Little Rain

“Ranks Among the All-Time Great Books on California, and an Acknowledged Classic of the Desert” (Edwards)

Classic title describing the beauty of the high California desert consists of fourteen sketches based on personal observation 
following solitary sojourns tramping through desert trails and "the streets of the mountains." Mary Austin, a naturalist, feminist, 
mystic, and poet, wrote thirty-five books and hundreds of articles during her lifetime, but The Land of Little Rain, her first book, is 
regarded as her masterpiece. Her nature writings have been compared to those of John Muir, John Burroughs, and Henry David 
Thoreau. Living in the little town of Independence, Inyo County, she, more than anyone, succeeded in conveying the beauty of 
this simultaneously forbidding yet magnetic landscape with its hardy mixture of plants, animals, and human beings. Lawrence 
Clark Powell summed up the beauty of her words, writing: "With her feet on earth and her head in the sky, she gave voice in 
singing prose to the soul of a hitherto unsung land." Through her carefully crafted essays, she conveyed to her readers the feel of 
the soil, the inherent beauty of the desert flora, the graceful movements of the rattlesnake, and the pleasant aromas emanating 
from a Native American cooking bowl. Importantly, Austin painted a word picture of an Owens Valley that would soon be 
changed forever when a thirsty Los Angeles siphoned off the life-giving water from this "land of little rain." 

Houghton, Mifflin and Company, Boston and New York, 1903, Octavo, First Edition, Near Fine. Frontispiece, three half-tone plates, 
and numerous border decorations by E. Boyd Smith.  Very clean original olive green cloth binding, with pictorial light green, dark 
green, gilt, and black stamping. Binding tight with sharp corners, no previous owner bookplate or writing. No Jacket.

Sloan: Volkmann  

Zamorano Eighty: Number 2

A Beautiful First Edition

$600



BEECHEY, Captain Frederick William (1796-1856) 

Narrative of a Voyage to the Pacific and Bering’s Strait, to Co-Operate with the Polar Expeditions: 
Performed in His Majesty’s Ship Blossom in the years 1825, 26, 27, 28

“Beechey was the Commander of the First Foreign Expedition to visit California after the Formation of the 
Mexican Republic, and thus His Observations, Notable for Their Lack of Political and Social Commentary, are 
Most Valuable” (Mathes) 

“Very Attractive Copy of this Desirable Work with Early Descriptions of San Francisco Bay in Addition to 
Polar Material.” (Hill)

Beechey’s narrative contains valuable information on Alaska, San Francisco Bay, the state of the Presidio and Mission in San 
Francisco. Beechey carefully surveyed the Pacific Coast and was commissioned to rendezvous with Captain Franklin who was 
proceeding westward along the northern coast of Canada in an attempt to find the North-West Passage. The two groups came 
within 150 miles of one another almost completing the survey of the coastline. Details of the Bounty mutiny taken from the 
narrative of John Adams, the last surviving mutineer on Pitcairn Island are also documented.

London: Richard Bentley, 1831, Two Volumes, Octavo, 472, 452 pages. Near Fine original publisher’s blue cloth lettered in gilt. 
One double page map (frontis in Vol. 1) and 2 large folding maps, Four double page plates and 19 additional plates, complete. 
Repaired tear to frontispiece map. Some light foxing to preliminaries. Text and plates near Fine. Provenance: Tasteful bookplate 
G.N. Ingleton.  

Sloan: Volkmann 

Zamorano 80: Number 4.

An Exceptionally Clean First Octavo Edition in Original Blue Cloth Binding 

$4,000



CATLIN, George (1796-1872)

North American Indians: Being Letters and Notes on Their Manners, Customs, and Conditions, 
Written During Eight Years’ Travel Amongst the Wildest Tribes of Indians in North America,  
1832-1839

A Stunning Two Volume Set with More than 320 Full Color Illustrations

Catlin visited forty-eight tribes in the Mississippi and Missouri valleys and on the eastern slope of the Rocky Mountains during 
his eight years' travel. His object was to paint portraits of men and women in every tribe, together with views of villages, games, 
etc. The two volumes are a series of fifty-eight letters written while the author was among the Indians. They form an unusually 
entertaining narrative of travels in an almost unknown region, and at the same time are of great value in their descriptions of 
Indian life.

Edinburgh, John Grant, 1926,  2 volumes: Volume 1: 298 pages; Volume 2: 303 pages, including Appendices A through C, 
complete with all plates, Royal Octavo, With 320 illustrations in color, carefully engraved from the author’s original paintings and 
including 3 color maps, one of which is folding. Publisher’s original red cloth lettered and elaborately and pictorially decorated 
in gilt and black on both the front covers and the spines featuring Indian warriors, top edge gilt. Spines are bright and Fine. No 
previous owner bookplate or writing. A handsome and well preserved set, the gilt and cloth, color plates, maps and text all in 
excellent condition. Very uncommon in this bright and ultra clean condition, in scarce original dust jackets.

Catlin’s Classic Illustrations in Fine Bindings with Scarce Jackets

$2,500



CLAPP, Louise Amelia Knapp Smith (1819-1906)

The Shirley Letters from the California Mines in 1851-52. Being a Series of Twenty-Three Letters from 
Dame Shirley to Her Sister in Massachusetts

Important Collection of Twenty-Three Letters Describing Life in the Gold Rush Communities, Diggings, and 
Portrayal of Everyday Life in Great Detail

Series of personal letters from the Gold Rush period, reproduced here with eight hand black and white plates, with additional 
commentary by the publisher.  The Shirley Letters have received the highest possible praise by virtually every historian of the 
Gold Rush. Clapp’s letters may well comprise the best account of mining life in the whole of Gold Rush literature. Important eye 
witness accounts of the natural beauty of the Feather River area as well as “minutely particular” observations of the sometimes 
barbarous mining life and experiences from these frenzied times. 

Thomas C. Russell, at His Private Press, San Francisco, California, 1922. Octavo. Limited Edition number 207 of 450, signed by 
publisher Thomas C. Russell. Book is Fine. 350 pages plus colophon. Very clean quarter bound with tan linen spine over tan paper 
boards, very nice paper title label to spine. Series of personal letters from the Gold Rush period, reproduced here with eight 
plates, with additional commentary by the publisher. Quality printing with superior paper and decorative headers and other 
elements in blue. Medium shade tan dust jacket with paper spine label and gilt lettering and illustration on front panel in Fine 
condition. Illustrated vignette from The Pioneer or California Monthly. Depicts newly arrived family joyously looking down from 
the California coast range, later adopted as an emblem for the California Historical Society.

Sloan: Volkmann

Zamorano 80: Number 69

Beautiful Fine Limited Edition in a Scarce Fine Jacket 

$1,250



COOK, Captain James (1728-1779)

Captain Cook’s Original Voyages, Round the World: Performed by Royal Authority Containing 
the Whole of his Discoveries in Geography, Navigation, Astronomy, &c, with Memoirs of His Life 
and Particular relative to his Unfortunate Health. Embellished with Engravings from the Original 
Drawings

Abridged Version of all Three Voyages with Engraved Title Page and Frontis Portrait of Captain Cook

Cook’s three voyages of Pacific exploration in the Endeavour (1768-71) and the Resolution (1772-75, 1776-80) established him 
as one of the greatest if not the greatest explorer of all time. Cook has been established in posterity as one of our principal 
discoverers and 200 years after his death on the Big Island of Hawaii of February 14, 1779 the impact of his accomplishments are 
still relevant. 

Woodbridge, B. Smith & Co., 1815, Quarto, 798 double column text with rare frontis portrait of Cook titled “Capt. Cook, F.R.S. Killed 
by the Savages of Owhyee”, very nice illustrated vignette of his ships, globe and Union Jack under the portrait. Fully illustrated 
title page with sailing ships, globe, anchor and navigational equipment. Illustrations by J. Phillips.  Abridged text of Cook’s three 
voyages includes several translation tables. Also a list of Officers, Seaman on both the Resolution and Discovery. Eleven full page 
illustrations: Rio de Janerio, New Zealand, Friendly Islands, View of the Ice Islands, Human Sacrifice on Otaheite, Burial of Body of 
Chief Otaheite, Reception of Captain Cook in Hapaee, Portraits of a Woman and a Man Prince William Sound, Death of Captain 
Cook Karakakooa Bay Owhyee, Man of Kamtschatka Traveling in Winter, Inside a Winter Habitation in Kamtchatka.

Rebound in beautiful full tree calf binding, Five raised bands with six panels, red Moroccan tile label, elboatrate gilt tooling in 
all panels and to bands. Beautiful perimeter gilt borders on panels, gilt hash marks on all edges continuing on interior edges, 
refreshed beautiful endpapers. A wide margined, very clean edition with some light toning.

Scarce Captain Cook Title with Death Plate, in a Stunning Binding

$5,000



COOK, Captain James (1728-1779)   
KING, Captain James (1750-1784)

A Voyage to the Pacific Ocean, Undertaken, by Command of his Majesty, for making Discoveries in 
the Northern Hemisphere

Cook’s Third Voyage, In Search of the North-West Passage, Relating the Discovery of Hawaii and Extensive 
Charting of the Northwest Coast of America: Preferred second state with extremely scarce  
“Death of Cook” Plate

In Cook’s Third Voyage (1776-1779), he searched for the North-West Passage, charted the American West coast from Northern 
California through the Bering Strait, and discovered the Hawaiian Islands, which he named the Sandwich Islands. Cook was the 
first navigator to accurately map the west coast. He carried away a collection of furs which introduced the fur trade to English 
and American traders. Cook earned his place in history by opening up the Pacific to western civilization and by the foundation 
of British Australia. He also suggested the existence of Antarctic land in the southern ice ring, a fact not proven until the 
explorations of the nineteenth century.

Eighty-seven engraved plates have been bound into the three text volumes. 24 charts and views originally issued with the text 
volumes, plus a folding map and 62 plates originally issued in a separate folio atlas volume, here bound into the text in their 
appropriate sections. The large folding map from the atlas volume, showing Cook’s routes and discoveries from all three voyages 
is housed separately in a leather-spined cloth clamshell. This copy has the famous “Death of Cook” plate engraved by Bartolozzi 
after Webber’s painting bound into Volume III, Webber, as the official draftsman of the third voyage, was an eyewitness to the 
death of Cook, who was killed on Hawaii in a fight with native Hawaiians by a dispute over a stolen boat. The “Death of Cook” 
engraving was issued after the atlas volume was first published; while it was distributed to subscribers, in many cases it was 
never bound into the atlas volume, and was either framed or otherwise separated from other illustrations. 

London, H. Hughs for G. Nicol and T. Cadell. 1785, Three Volumes plus separate leather-spined clamshell case for large folding 
map. Quarto, contemporary tree calf, elaborately gilt-decorated spines, red and green morocco spine labels, marbled endpapers 
and edges. Expert repair to a few joints. Plates and text generally quite clean. 

Beautiful Three Volume Set Complete with All of the Plates

$14,500  



COUES, Elliott, editor (1842-1899) 
HENRY, Alexander      (1739-1824) 
THOMPSON, David     (1770-1857)

New Light on the Early History of the Greater Northwest, The Manuscript Journals of Alexander 
Henry and David Thompson, 1799-1814

Classic and Important Early History of the Northwest  

The Journals of Alexander Henry, (Partner of the Northwest Company) with Explorations and Life with the Fur Traders on the 
Red, Saskatchewan, and Columbia Rivers, 1799-1814, are collated from the original manuscripts of David Thompson Explorer 
and Geographer of the Northwest Company. This work carefully edited with copious notes by Dr. Elliot Coues with maps and 
comprehensive index is the definitive look at early fur trading and illuminates western North America in the early 19th century. 

Francis P. Harper, New York City, 1897. Very clean green cloth board set issued in a limited edition of 1,100 copies this being 
Number 1,048 of 1,100. Octavo, 916 pages total for two text volumes. Published as a three volume set, the third volume 
containing the index and maps (pages 917-1027). Complete with all three maps in map pocket at rear of index. Maps are Fine. 
Bright gilt tiles to spine and tight bindings. Exceedingly clean and complete set with no previous owner bookplate or writing.  

Representative chapter headings for volume one include: “The Red River Brigade of 1800”, “The Park River Post”, “The Pembina 
River Post (six chapters), “The Mandan Tour, 1806”, “The Cheyenne Treaty, 1806” etc. Representative chapter headings for volume 
two include: “The Saskatchewan Brigade of 1808”; “Ethnography of Fort Vermilion”, “To Fort Augustus and Back, 1809”, “Overland 
from White Earth to the Rocky Mountain House, 1810”, “Over the Great Divide, 1811”, “Geography and Ethnography”, “Down the 
Saskatchewan, 1811”, and four chapters on the Columbia River expedition to Astoria. 

Most Presentable Limited Edition Set Housed in a Black Cloth Slipcase 

$1,500



DIXON, Captain George (1748-1795)

A Voyage Round The World; But More Particularly To The North-West Coast Of America: Performed in 
1785, 1786, 1787, and 1788, in The King George and Queen Charlotte, Captains Portlock and Dixon   
Dedicated to Sir Joseph Banks

Beautifully Bound 1789 First Edition of This North-West Exploration Classic

Portlock and Dixon set out to establish a trade in furs on the northwest coast of America on behalf of the King George's Sound 
Company, but their major accomplishment was the more detailed exploration and mapping of the coast and improving of Cook's 
charts of the region. Both had previously sailed with Cook on the third voyage. The two ships separated and sailed independently 
for a major part of the expedition: Portlock explored north along the Alaskan coast, Dixon proceeded south to Nootka Sound 
and discovered Queen Charlotte Island, Port Mulgrave, Norfolk Bay, as well as Dixon Entrance and Archipelago. The account is 
largely composed of forty-nine letters written by William Beresford, who acted as supercargo on board the Queen Charlotte; 
Dixon edited the text, provided the maps and added an introduction detailing previous voyages to the north-west coast, and two 
appendices, on natural history, and navigational details. The work is sometimes confused with Portlock’s account of the voyage, 
published the same year under the same title.  

London: Published by Geo. Goulding, 1789. Hardcover. Quarto, First Edition, Half title missing, errata & directions to binder 
present, 352 pages plus 2 appendices: Natural History and Tables of the Route. Five folding engraved maps & 17 engraved plates 
(3 folding). Beautifully rebound to period, full tree calf binding with exquisite gilt tooling, gilt double panel border on boards with 
interior edge floral treatment, spine with five decorated gilt raised bands, Red Moroccan title label as well as green Moroccan 
author label in panels. Spine heavily tooled with spectacular gilt detail including edges.  Refreshed marbled endpapers. Wide 
margined pages with light toning and typical offsetting.  

Hill p. 23. Lada-Mocarski 43.  

Most Presentable First Edition in Stunning Binding

$8,000



EMORY, Lt. Colonel William H. (1811-1887)

Notes of a Military Reconnaissance, from Fort Leavenworth, in Missouri, to San Diego in California, 
including part of the Arkansas, Del Norte, and Gila Rivers. 13th Congress, 1st Session. Ex. Doc. No. 41

First Edition with the Epic Early Map of the American Southwest

First House Edition with the epic map printed for the Thirtieth Congress. The plates of the scenery, first views of Santa Fe, San 
Diego were lithographed by Weber & Co.  Abert's report is one of the earliest U.S. publications relating to New Mexico, also the 
first printed map of New Mexico made public by the War Department. 

Wendell and Van Benthuysen, Washington, 1848. First Edition, House Edition; Octavo, 614 pages; 6 maps (includes the large epic 
map), 64 lithograph plates and plans. Contains the full Emory report and augmented with additional reports by Abert, Cooke 
and Johnston. Abert’s report contains 24 plates (included in the total plate count) and are in superior style.  Clean blind stamped 
original brown cloth, excellent printed paper spine label. Minor wear to edges of the binding, text, endpapers, plates and large 
map are in remarkably fine condition.   

Wheat: Transmississippi West, 544; Wagner-Camp 148:5, Sloan: Volkmann.

Zamorano 80: Number 33.

Exceptional Clean and Superior First Edition of the Preferred House Edition

$1,650



FORBES, Alexander (1778-1862)

California: A History of Upper and Lower California from Their first Discovery to the Present Time, 
Comprising an Account of the Climate, Soil, Natural Productions, Agriculture, Commerce

“Forbe’s California, with an Important Map and Outstanding Plates by Artist William Smyth- The First Book 
in English to Relate Exclusively to California" (Streeter) 

British merchant Alexander Forbes wrote the first book published in English relating exclusively to California. This book, more 
than any other, made California known to the English speaking world and spurred of both European and American interest in 
controlling this remote Mexican province. 

The book was written from descriptions furnished by Forbe's agents in California, for he did not see California until long after the 
publication of the work. Forbes was a partner of Barron, Forbes & Company of Tepic, Mexico, owners of the New Almaden mine  
in California" (Hill). The plates include views of Monterey Bay, San Francisco Harbour, San Carlos Mission, Carmel Bay, and  
cultural scenes.

The volume contains excellent descriptions of the region’s climate, natural productions, agriculture, and commerce. The most 
fascinating component however, is a chapter entitled “Upper California Considered as a Field of Foreign Colonization.” Sparsely 
settled California with its natural harbors and fertile soil, Forbes campaigned, would be an attractive colony for English settlers 
and the “Innumerable starving population of the Old World.” 

London: Smith, Elder and Co., 1839, Octavo, First Edition, Errata slip at page 339. Lithographic frontispiece portrait of Father 
Antonio Peyri, and 9 plates after William Smyth, a near Fine large folding map "The Coasts of Guatimala and Mexico, from Panama 
to Cape Mendocino; with the Principal Harbours in California 1839 outlined in original hand-color (some spotting). Original blind 
stamped plumb cloth with elaborate borders and ornamentation. Spine lightly sunned however gilt title ”Forbes’ California” 
remains bright. Original light yellow endpapers are Fine and free from bookplates and writing.

Sloan: Volkmann, Cowan I, p. 88. Cowan II, p. 217. Graff 1377; Hill, 619; Howes F242; Streeter Sale 2491

Zamorano 80: Number 38A 

Fine First Edition, A Cornerstone of California History

$2,500



FRANKLIN, Sir John (1786-1847) 

Narrative of a Journey to The Shores of the Polar Sea, in the Years 1819, 20, 21, and 22 . With an 
Appendix on Various Subjects Relating to Science and Natural History

First Edition of Sir John Franklin's First Polar Expedition, a Cornerstone Narrative Covering More Than 5,500 
Miles of Overland Arctic Exploration

In 1819, Lieutenant John Franklin, a career naval officer who had been at the battle of Trafalgar, was placed in command of an 
expedition appointed to proceed overland from the Hudson Bay to the shores of the Arctic Sea, and to determine the trendings 
of that coast east of the Coppermine River. At this period the northern coast of the American continent was known at two 
isolated points only, the mouth of the Coppermine River (which, as Franklin discovered, was erroneously placed four degrees of 
latitude too far to the north), and the mouth of the Mackenzie far to the west. Lieutenant Franklin and his party, consisting of Dr. 
Richardson, Midshipmen George Back and Richard Hood, and a few boatmen, arrived at the depot of the Hudson's Bay Company 
at the end of August 1819, and making an autumnal journey of 700 miles spent the first winter on the Saskatchewan. Owing to 
the delay in the arrival of supplies which had been promised by the North-West and Hudson's Bay Companies, it was not until 
the summer of 1821 that the Copper mine was ascended to its mouth, and a considerable extent of sea-coast to the eastward 
surveyed. The return journey over the region known as the Barren Ground was marked by the most terrible sufferings and 
privations and the tragic death of Lieutenant Hood. The survivors of the expedition reached York Factory in June 1822, having 
accomplished altogether 5,550 miles of travel. While engaged on this service Franklin was promoted to the rank of commander 
(January 1821), and upon his return to England at the end of 1822 he obtained the post rank of captain and was elected a fellow 
of the Royal Society. The narrative of this expedition was published in the following year and became at once a classic of travel. 

London: Printed by William Clowes for John Murray, 1823, Quarto, 768 pages including appendices. Bound in full calf with simple 
leaf design gilt borders on boards. Elaborate gilt spine decoration and black morocco title label in gilt.  Very clean wide margined 
copy with light offsetting to tissue guards. Early brown marbled endpapers, 30 engraved or aquatint plates (11 hand-colored) 
by Edward Finden, J. Curtis and others after Robert Hood (8) and George Back (15), Hood & Back (1) and J. Curtis (6), 4 folding 
engraved maps bound in rear. Errata bound in after introduction.   Provenance: Armorial bookplate of Richard Henry Tidswell.      

Hill pg.111, Sabin 25624

Superior First Edition of this Arctic Exploration Classic

$5,000



FREMONT, John Charles (1813-1890)

Report of the Exploring Expedition to the Rocky Mountains in the Year 1842, and to Oregon and 
North California in the Years 1843-44

“The Great Folding Map is an Altogether Memorable Document in the Cartographic History of the West, and 
for It Alone Fremont Would Deserve to be Remembered in History." (Wheat)

The desired Senate issue of the outstanding Trans- Mississippi expedition and report of the 19th century. Fremont's greatest 
work and records his first two expeditions to the west. "The first expedition consisted of 25 men, with Kit Carson as a guide. They 
went a little beyond South Pass. The second expedition, consisting of about 40 men, was guided by Thomas Fitzpatrick (joined 
by Kit Carson en route) and reached the Columbia River and Fort Vancouver. The expedition then looped back to California by 
a spectacular winter crossing of the Sierra Nevada and returned to St. Louis via the San Joaquin Valley, Tehachapi Pass, and the 
Great Salt Lake."--The Pacific Northwest. The great Fremont (Preuss) map unusually nice condition and preserved in a separate 
folding case. The report is comprised of a well-written and interesting narrative of each expedition, combined with much detailed 
scientific data, skillfully-produced maps, and attractive lithographic plates by E. Weber & Co. Baltimore. This report, as well as the 
expeditions themselves, received much promotion and exposure from Fremont's father-in-law, Sen. Thomas Hart Benton. The 
report guided Oregon emigrants and California gold seekers, and firmly established Fremont's reputation and later Presidential bid. 

Gales and Seaton, 1845, 28th Congress, 2nd Session, Senate Exec. Doc. 174. Serial 461. First Edition, Senate Issue. Original dark 
brown ribbed cloth stamped in blind with gilt spine title, 693pp. Illus. with 22 lithographed plates, 5 maps, 3 folding. Large 30 
inch by 50 inch lithograph map by Charles Preuss in separate folder. Book and map housed in a cloth slipcase with paper spine 
label. Rebacked with original spine laid down, new endpapers. Cover cloth is very clean and gilt to spine bright and unworn. 
Some light spotting to plates but the text, plates and maps are overall remarkably clean and bright. Large Preuss folding map 
backed with tissue and some wear to folds but near Fine. This Senate issue includes the astronomical and meteorological reports 
omitted from later Senate printings and the House issue.

Zamorano 80: Number 39

Sloan: Volkmann 

Exceptionally Clean and Tight First Edition of this Important Work

$5,000



KOTZEBUE, Otto von,  (1787-1846)

A Voyage of Discovery into the South Sea and Beering’s Straits for the Purpose of Exploring a North-
East Passage, Undertaken in the Years 1815-1818, at the Expense of His Highness…in the Ship Rurick

Important Russian Navy Voyage Including Significant Scientific Discoveries and West Coast Exploration 
Including California in 1816

First English Edition of Kotzebue’s first voyage and “One of the great early nineteenth-century voyages of discovery” (Graff) “ 
Kotzebue details the second Russian circumnavigation, and this English edition includes plates and maps not in the first Russian 
edition of 1821-1823

“The expedition in the ship Rurick commanded by von Kotzebue, and sponsored by Count Romanzoff, sailed to Brazil, stopping 
at Rio de Janeiro, then by the way of Cape Horn to Chile, Tahiti, Pictcairn, and Radack, to Kamtchatka. The return was made 
via New Archangel, California, Hawaii, Marianas, Philippines, and St. Helena. Accurate charts were completed of the North 
Pacific coasts of Asia and America, the Aleutians, Pribilofs, St. Lawrence Island, and the Bering Sea where Kotzebue Sound was 
discovered” (Streeter Sale)

London: Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown, 1821, First Edition, Three volumes, Octavo,  358, 433, 442 pages, 9 aquatint 
engraved plates (all but 1 hand colored), 7 engraved maps (4 folding), complete. 19th Century polished calf, gilt lettered maroon 
and tan spine labels. Period binding by Cars & Coy, Glasgow, Scotland. 

Sloan: Volkmann

Zamorano 80:Number 48. 

First English Edition of a Highly Important Account of Early 19th Century Explorations Especially of Interest 
are the Observations and Illustrations from Early California and Hawaii. A Very Handsome First Edition 
Three-Volume Set

$5,500



MACKENZIE, Alexander (1764-1820)

Voyages From Montreal, on the River St. Laurence, Through the Continent of North America, to 
the Frozen and Pacific Oceans; in the Years 1789 and 1793; with a Preliminary Account of the Rise, 
Progress, and Present State of the Fur Trade of that Country 

“The First Overland Journey Across North America, First Edition of One of the Most Important Books on  
Canadian Exploration”

This is a fascinating account of the descent of the river named after this intrepid explorer, who was the first white man to 
navigate its length from its source in the Great Slave Lake to its mouth. On the way back he heard reports of the western sea and 
of another great river, likely the Yukon, and of white traders, who may have been those exploring the coast. His trip from Fort 
Chipewyan to the Arctic and return lasted about three months and a half. Having resolved to continue exploration to the west, 
he returned to England to purchase instruments in preparation for the difficult task ahead of him. He left Fort Chipewyan on 
October 12, 1792. Working his way up the Peace River he finally established winter quarters. In the spring he continued up across 
the Rocky Mountain Divide, and after many hazardous experiences reached the Pacific Ocean by way of the Bella Coola River. 
The vast region of the Rocky Mountains and the coastal zone was thus opened up at last and Mackenzie won to the top rank of 
explorers on the American continent" (Cox Travel II, p.178). "Not long after his successful expedition to the Pacific, Mackenzie 
returned to eastern Canada. His accomplishments won him a knighthood. Sir Alexander Mackenzie's 1789 expedition to the 
Arctic coast of Canada showed that the Rocky Mountains extended farther north than was thought, and cast severe doubts on 
the idea of a Northwest Passage west of Hudson Bay. Mackenzie also brought back the first reports of the coal deposits north of 
Great Slave Lake.

T. Cadell et al, London, 1801, First Edition, Quarto, 413 pages, With a copper engraved portrait frontispiece of Mackenzie and the 
three large folding maps, complete. Half- title and errata both present. Nice wide margined copy with original untrimmed edges. 
Text clean and with uniformly toned as usual. Very handsomely rebound in period style, with full calf with diced pattern boards, 
with floral pattern. Gilt hash marks on all edges with blind stamped interior hash marks. Artistically highly tooled spine with 5 
raised bands, red Moroccan title label and green leather author label.  Matching green marbled endpapers.

First and finest edition of the earliest expedition made by a white man in this direction. His investigations, although pursued at so 
early a period of Arctic exploration, were remarkable for their accuracy; Sir John Franklin more than once expressed his surprise 
at being able to corroborate their correctness in his own exploration. Some Indian vocabularies are included.

(Sabin 43414). 

A Beautifully Bound Classic of North American Exploration

$7,500



MANLY, William Lewis (1820-1903)

Death Valley In '49

Classic Account, by a Survivor, of Dire Sufferings Endured by an Emigrant Party on a Short-Cut from Salt 
Lake City to California Through the Valley Called Ever After by this Fearful Name

Manly’s “autobiography of a pioneer” represents one of the most dramatic first person accounts of the overland journey to 
California. This group of gold seekers and their families attempted an untried shortcut that left them hopelessly lost in the 
dessert of eastern California. Manly and companion John R. Rodgers left the party and set out on foot to find help and supplies. 
Reflecting of their historic efforts some 45 year later, Manly was able to provide amazing clarity to the unmatched determination 
and self-sacrifice trudging back across the same hellish terrain to save the barely alive party. Through this trial of suffering and 
death the group looked back at the terrain and said “Goodbye, Death Valley”.

The Pacific Tree and Vine Co., San Jose, 1894, First Edition.  Fine in the publisher's original mustard colored cloth covered boards 
with black text stamping on the front board, blind embossed stamping on the rear board, gilt stamping on the spine. The cloth of 
the boards are exceptionally clean and free of wear. Binding tight and square with sharp points. 498 pages of text with occasional 
text illustrations. The book is protected within a non-issued fabric jacket with title to spine.  Laid in descriptions by legendary 
Pasadena, California bookseller M.S. Slocum.  Considered by Howes to be "quite scarce."

Howes M-255, Graff 2670, Sloan: Volkmann

Zamarono 80: Number 51

A Very Handsome First Edition in Amazing Original Condition

$1,000.



MARRYAT, Frank (1826-1855)

Mountains and Molehills or Recollections of a Burnt Journal…with Illustrations by the Author

Entertaining, Fast moving, Humorous and Colorful Descriptions along with Early Famous Views of the 
California Gold Rush

Born in 1826, Samuel Francis [Frank] Marryat was the son of the novelist Captain Frederick Marryat. He travelled to California in 
1850, where he witnessed the California Gold Rush. His travel journal, sketches, and most of his possessions, were destroyed in 
a fire in May, 1851. Marryat lost the manuscript in the fire and rewrote the entire text from memory. Marryat contracted yellow 
fever on his trip home to England with his new bride, and died in 1855, shortly before the publication of this book.

London: Longman, Brown, Green and Longmans, 1855, First Edition, Octavo, 442 pages plus index, engraved illustrated title, 8 
bright and fresh tinted lithographic plates drawn on stone by Messrs. Hanhart from artwork by author Frank Marryat, with 18 
engraved text illustrations, complete.

Early original half bound red calf over green marbled paper boards, top edge gilt, 5 raised bands on spine, gilt ornamentation 
in panels with gilt rule and title. Provenance: Armorial bookplate of Robert Dudley Winthrop on front pastedown, illustrations 
sans tissue guards. Frontispiece and title page shows some foxing, light edge and corner wear to binding.  Bound without the 
advertisements at end as issued.

Sloan: Volkmann

Zamorano 80: Number 52.

A Very Attractive First Edition with All Illustrations

$2,000



MOLLHAUSEN, [Heinrich] Baldwin (1825-1905)

Of a Journey from the Mississippi to the Coasts of the Pacific with a United States Government 
Expedition. With an Introduction by Alexander Von Humboldt 

Beautiful Early Color Views and Map from Artist and Topographer Mollhausen 

Very Important early exploration of the West with early chromolithograph plates of the Southwest. Folding handsome map 
of the1853-54 expedition from the Mississippi River to the Pacific Ocean. Author Baldwin Mollhausen served on the 1853-54 
expedition as topographical draftsman and naturalist.  Mollhausen made three visits to Western America: 1849-52, 1853-54; and 
1857-58. On the second trip he accompanied the Whipple Expedition as artist and naturalist and a number of the plates in the 
Whipple report were lithographed from his drawings. On his third visit he traveled with Ives on the Colorado River expedition 
and his sketches are also lithographed therein. The handsome map illustrates the route of the expedition from Fort Smith, 
Arkansas, through the Indian territories in the Southwest to California.  

London: Longman, Brown, Green, Longmans, & Roberts, 1858. First English Edition of a highly important account of the 
explorations in the American West and of Indian life. With an introduction by Alexander Von Humboldt.  Octavo, Two Volumes in 
original binding, 2 volumes: 956 pages total, (1), 352 (2), 397, 1 folding map outlined in color, 11 chromolithograph plates & 12 
woodcuts all in Fine condition. 

Beautiful chromolithograph views of:  “Chiefs of the Ottoe Tribe”, “Camp of the Kiowa”, “Zuni, New Mexico”, and others. Presented 
in original half-bound polished calf over marbled paper boards. Gilt tooled spines with original Moroccan leather spine labels, 
matching endpapers and all edges. Very slight wear to edges else Fine. 

Wheat, Trans-Mississippi West, 4: map 956

Important Two Volume Set in Original Binding

$5,000



PALOU, Padre Francisco (1723-1789)

Life of Venerable Padre Junipero Serra

Father Serra and the Mission Impact on Alta California Established the Framework for the Development  
of California

Palou was a student of Father Serra’s in Mallorca, Spain and life-long companions in the Franciscan ministry in Mexico and 
California. After seven years of successful ministry with the indigenous people of Mexico, Serra and Palou sailed from San Blas to 
Loreto, Baja California in 1768. In 1769 Serra marched northward with Captain Gaspar de Portola and this sacred mission destined 
to be the foundation of Alta California. For the next 15 years Serra with the assistance from many Franciscan Padres established 
the chain of missions and early settlement up and down the El Camino Real. Serra maintained his administrative role from San 
Carlos Borromeo (Carmel) and was joined by Palou in 1774. Palou served as missionary in San Francisco de Asis (Dolores) from 
1776-1785. At the time of Serra’s death on August 28, 1774, Palou administered the viaticum to his beloved professor and friend. 

This edition provides a brief history of Serra’s hard work, pious faith, and many efforts to minister to the indigenous peoples 
of California. The efforts of Serra, the Franciscan order, and Spanish government established the framework of the founding of 
California.    

San Francisco: P.E. Dougherty & Co., 1884, First Edition, Translated by the Very Reverend J. Adam, First Edition in English. 156 
pages. Copyright slip tipped in and errata slip tipped in back. Covers very clean in original purple printed cloth with black 
embossed titles. Although a brief compilation, this is an important translation of selected chapters from the first important work 
on the establishment of upper California. 

Sloan: Volkmann, HOWES P-56.cites an 1874 translation, Cowan, pp. 471-472 cites this edition

Zamorano 80: Number 59

Near Fine Edition Housed in a Beautiful Custom Clamshell Case 

$500



PARRY, Captain William Edward (1790-1855)

Journal of a Second Voyage for the Discovery of a North-West Passage from the Atlantic to the 
Pacific; Performed in the Years 1821-22-23, In His Majesty’s Ships Fury and Hecla

Arctic Exploration with a Comprehensive Study of the Inuit people illustrated in 39 Plates, Folding Map  
and Charts   

The account of Parry's second expedition, this time through Hudson Strait into Hudson Bay and beyond. The book captures 
the voyage in great detail as well as the aboriginal life of the Eskimos, and contains accounts of various scientific discoveries. 
Parry was of the opinion that the Northwest Passage could probably be reached through Hudson’s Bay. In 1821, he set out to 
investigate that possibility and to connect with John Franklin’s overland expedition to the Coppermine River and down to the 
Coronation Gulf. He sailed through Hudson’s Bay and Frozen Straits, explored Repulse Bay and proceeded discovering Fury and 
Hecla Strait. The second winter was spent at Igoolik Island off the northeast coast of the Melville Peninsula. This account of the 
voyage and explorations conducted contains much information regarding the characteristics and social life of the Esquimax of 
the region.

London: Printed by W. Cloves for John Murray, 1824, First Edition, Quarto, 558 pages plus a vocabulary of Esquimax Words and 
Sentences and Names of Places, errata present as well as advertisement for “1824 Works Preparing for Publication”. A substantial 
work of Arctic exploration complete with 30 engraved plates 9 being aquatint plates (4 folding) and 9 maps engraved and 
lithographed maps, 4 being folding. Internally near fine with typical light foxing and some light toning, wide margins and boldly 
struck detailed engravings. Sans half- title page. Directions to the Binder for Inserting the Plates present and provides collation. 
Expertly rebound using “ship wreck” leather salvaged from an 18th Century ship wrecked off the English coast. Half leather 
binding over period marbled paper covered boards. Five raised bands with gilt ornamentation and rule.  Red Moroccan title label 
in gilt on spine. Clean wide margined text with original untrimmed edges.  

Hill p.226, Sabin 58864

Beautifully Bound First Edition of this Arctic Classic

$5,000



PATTIE, James O.  (1804- c.1850)

Personal Narrative of James O. Pattie, of Kentucky, Durig an Expedition from St. Louis, through the 
Vast Regions Between that Place and the Pacific Ocean, and Thence Back through the City of Mexico 
to Vera Cruz

“First Printed Narrative of an Anglo American to Penetrate the Arizona Country” (Farquhar)

“One of the Earliest Sources in English on the Southwest” (Rittenhouse)

This is the Second Edition of Pattie’s narrative, differing from the 1831 edition only in the reprinted title page. The sheets in each 
edition are from the same printing. The editor and virtual author, Cincinnati literary lion Timothy Flint, achieved limited sales 
success of the original edition that he canceled the title page and reissued the work with the 1833 date to make it seem current. 
The Pattie account is one of the classics of Western Americana. The author and his father were engaged in the fur trade in the 
Southwest I the 1820’s. In 1828 they traveled overland to California and only the second American party to make this trip by the 
southern route. (the first was Jedidiah Smith in 1826). Pattie was the first to have his exploration account published. The party 
experienced difficulty and dangers in New Mexico, Arizona, and California. They were arrested by the Mexican authorities and 
placed in jail where the elder Pattie died. James O. Pattie was soon released after he aided in the vaccination of people during a 
small pox epidemic. A major work on California and Southwest exploration.    

Cincinnati, E.H. Flint, 1833, Second Printing, 300 pages plus 5 plates by W. Woodruff. Beautiful tree bark leather binding, gilt rule 
and red titles label in gilt to spine. Scattered foxing and in some places heavy.  

Howes P123, "c." Hill 1317. Graff 3217. Wagner-Camp 45:2. Clark III:83. Cowan, p.476. Vaughan 108. Sabin 59150. Field 1186. DAB 
XIV, pp. 310-11. Streeter Sale 3139. Barrett 1963. BAL 6122. Sloan: Volkmann.

Zamorano 80: Number 60

Very Scarce Title in Near Fine Condition

$7,000



PENNAT, Thomas (1726-1798)

Arctic Zoology

Beautiful Bound Illustrated 18th Century Natural History Classic

First Edition of a classic work on the natural history of the northern regions of America, Europe, and Asia by one of the 
outstanding naturalists of the eighteenth century. The greater portion of the work is devoted to animal and bird life of North 
America with sections on Alaska, Nootka Sound, California, Hudson’s Bay, Baffin Island, Nova Scotia as well as areas of Canada. 
Illustrations include a rare plate and vignette of moose after paintings by George Stubbs. "For this work [Pennant] received 
information from George Low and other Scottish naturalists, and from Sir Joseph Banks, who had visited Newfoundland." -- DNB. 
This important work has been translated into Dutch, French and German. 

Henry Hughs, London, 1784. Quarto. Two Volumes totaling 586 pages plus index. Errata present at the end of Vol. 2. (lacking, as 
usual, the 3rd volume supplement published in 1787). Present are twenty-four (24) engraved plates (one folding) and engraved 
title page vignettes and volume one frontispiece illustration. Additional illustration of the Brent Goose present on page 551.  The 
work praised by Cuvier as valuable to naturalists "gave a condensed view of the progress of discovery" along the northern coasts 
of Europe, Asia, and America." Beautifully rebound in full tree calf with perimeter double rule, five raised bands with 6 panels, 
ornate gilt spines, red Moroccan title labels and green volume labels with period oval numerals. Very clean marbled endpapers, 
wide margined text exceptionally clean as well. Some tasteful light notation in the first few pages. 

Bindings are Exquisite, a Most Presentable Complete Two Volume Set

$4,500 



PORTLOCK, Captain Nathaniel (1748-1817)

A Voyage Round the World; but more Particularly to the North-West Coast of America: Performed in 
1785, 1786, 1787, and 1788, in the King George and Queen Charlotte, Captains Portlock and Dixon

“First Edition of Portlock’s Account of his Voyage to Explore and Survey America’s Northwest Coast…Vivid 
Descriptions of Encounters with American Indians and the Russians”

In 1785, the King George Sound Company was formed by a group of London merchants to pursue the lucrative sea otter fur trade 
in the Pacific Northwest, as identified during James Cook's third voyage (with which both Nathaniel Portlock and George Dixon 
were crew members). The venture purchased two ships, and Portlock and Dixon were appointed Captains: Portlock commanded 
the King George, while Dixon commanded the smaller Queen Charlotte. The expedition left Gravesend in the fall of 1785, sailed 
by way of Hawaii and Cook Inlet before heading to Nootka Sound, and returned to Hawaii for the winter. In 1788, the expedition 
met with Captain John Meares in Prince William Sound, a rival fur trader whose crew had been reduced by the ravage of scurvy 
and whose ships had been trapped by the winter ice. Portlock and Dixon gave assistance, but with the understanding that 
Meares would leave the region and sail directly for Macao, China. However, Meares resumed his trading, and did not leave until 
he had a sufficient cargo of furs. Portlock and Dixon would later charge that Meares was ungracious in accepting help from 
his rescuers. Dixon and Meares would also publish a series of exchanges on their various disagreements and criticisms, known 
as the Dixon-Meares controversy. Dixon sailed again for Nootka Sound where he named "Dixon's Entrance" and the "Queen 
Charlotte Islands," while Portlock explored the Alaskan coastline. "During my stay amongst the Russians, they were all very 
busily employed. Some were dressing green sea otter skins, others repairing their boats, and cleaning arms. Most of the Indians 
were out on a hunting party; the few left behind were busied in fitting darts to their spears, and making snuff from tobacco, 
of which they seem very fond, and their women in cooking and repairing canoes." During the voyage, Dixon and Portlock had 
accumulated a large number of fur pelts through trade with the Natives. On their return voyage to England, they stopped at 
Canton, and sold their furs at the markets, reaping great profits. By the summer of 1788, they were back in London, after a very 
successful and profitable voyage.

London: John Stockdale and George Goulding, 1789. First Edition. Quarto, Fine, 384 pages with 14 engraved plates including 
frontispiece portrait of Portlock, large folding map and 5 folding charts complete. Remarkable period Tree Calf Binding with 
decorative gilt border and gilt edge detail. Highly decorated spine in gilt with period red Moroccan spine label. Very clean green 
period marbled end papers, wide margins and clean text, some typical offsetting from plates and frontispiece. 

Sabin 64389, T.W. Streeter 3485  

A Superior and Quite Handsome First Edition

$7,500



ROSS,  Sir John (1777-1856) 
ROSS,  Sir James Clark (1800-1862)

Appendix to the Narrative of a Second Voyage in Search of a North-West Passage, and of a Residence 
in the Arctic Regions During the Years 1829, 1830, 1831, 1832, 1833. Including the Reports of 
Commander, now Captain, James Clark Ross and the Discovery of the Northern Magnetic Pole

Scarce Large Royal Edition Format

Although produced to accompany the Narrative, the Appendix is much less common, and may have been printed in a smaller 
number. Includes sections on the Boothian Eskimos and natural history, with many well-executed portraits and illustrations.  
Interesting Vocabulary Section contrasting the English/Danish/esquimax languages. The Aurora Borealis Illustration and 
explanation are well done. The Natural History Section includes: Zoology, Birds, Fish, Insects, Marine Invertebrate Animals and 
Geologies. Detailed section on the discovery of the northern magnetic pole. Plus several other detailed and fascinating scientific 
reports, Surgeon’s Report and Biography of the crew. Lists of Subscribers and Omissions and Errata statement in rear. 

London: Webster, 1835. First Edition, Folio: 13 inches in height, 120 pages, plus extensive Natural History section. Total of 20 
engraved and lithographed plates, including a frontispiece portrait of Ross, twelve of the plates are beautifully colored or hand 
tinted, almost all of the native portraits, arctic fox and insect plates are colored. Scattered light foxing/spotting throughout, text 
mainly crisp and relatively clean. Armorial bookplate of John Gretton of Stapleford on front pastedown.

In original navy blue cloth showing pattern, original spine with gilt title block and ornamentation. Book has been handled with 
bumped corners and wear to head and heel of spine. Original endpapers show light foxing, solid interior gutters and binding is 
secure. Some light wear to boards and to head and heel of spine. 

Hill pg.261

Very Presentable and Complete Appendix in Royal Edition Format 

$1,750



ROSS, Sir John (1777-1856) 
ROSS, Sir James Clark (1800-1862) 

Narrative of a Second Voyage in Search of a North-West Passage, and of a Residence in the Arctic 
Regions during the Years 1829, 1830, 1831, 1832, 1833. Including the Reports of Commander, now 
Captain, James Clark Ross and the Discovery of the Northern Magnetic Pole.

Beautiful First Edition of this Arctic Exploration Classic, Including the Discovery of the Northern  
Magnetic Pole

Because of his mistaken contention after his first voyage in 1818 that Lancaster Sound was land locked, Ross was not offered 
command of another Arctic expedition until 1829. Although this expedition failed in its primary objective, it resulted in the 
discovery of King William Island and the extensive survey of Boothia Peninsula. Also the important discovery of the magnetic 
pole by Ross’ nephew, James Clark Ross, was documented. A collection of minerals were gathered and the dietary importance of 
fresh meat and oil in the Arctic climate was confirmed. All but three men managed to survive four Arctic winters and the ultimate 
loss of their ship. Upon their return to England, Ross was knighted and awarded gold medals by the Geographical Societies of 
London and Paris.

London: A.W. Webster, 1835, First Edition, Quarto, 740 pages, Advertisement. Illustrated with 30 plates, and maps, three plates are 
hand colored, 2 maps folding. Frontis is an engraved plate of Victoria Harbour from a drawing by Captain Ross. Errata and binders 
sheet present in rear. Complete. 

Beautiful half-bound with polished leather over green marbled paper boards. Spine has 5 raised bands with 6 panels. Red 
Moroccan title label in gilt as well as green leather author label. Intricate gilt floral embellishments in four panels. Each raised 
band in gilt lined hash marks and edges of leather gilt doubled rule. Lightly deckled edges. Very clean wide margined First 
Edition with some very light foxing. Refreshed endpapers. Expertly respined to period.

Hill pg 261, Sabin 73381

Plates and Maps Complete, Handsome First Edition of this Arctic Exploration Classic  

$2,250



SPARRMAN, Andrew M.D. (1748-1820)

A Voyage to the Cape of Good Hope Towards the Antarctic Polar Circle and Round the World but 
Chiefly into the Country of the Hottentots and Caffres, From the Year 1772 to 1776

Sparrman's Work is Very Important and one of the Earliest on Southern Africa and the Southern Oceans

Andrew Sparrman was a Swedish physician and naturalist. He arrived in South Africa on January 10, 1772. He joined Captain Cook 
on the Resolution on November 22, 1772. Sparrman sailed with Cook starting from Capetown to New Zealand and Otaheite. The 
return voyage passed Terra del Fuego then towards the South Pole and then back to the Cape of Good Hope. Returning in 1775, 
he undertook further exploration that lasted until April 1776, taking him as far as Kaffraria - what is today the southeast part of 
Eastern Cape of South Africa. Sparrman's account of Cook's voyage, as well as his exploration in Africa, are described in this book. 
Mendelssoh decribes Sparrmann’s work as “most trustworthy account of the Cape Colony and various races of people residing in 
it, that has been published in the eighteenth century.” Included is a brief glossary of Hottentot language and very early full page 
plates of indigenous animals.

London: Published by G.G.J. and J. Robinson, 1786,  Second Edition. Two Volumes: Vol 1: 368 pages plus 9 engraved plates 
and folding map, Vol 2: 356 pages including appendix, also Directions to Book-Binder, 2 pages of advertisements and 7 
plates. Beautifully bound in contemporary full calf binding, expertly re-spined to period, Five raised bands with Six panels. 
Red Moroccan spine label with gilt title, green leather volume labels in gilt. Four panels heavily tooled with elaborate floral 
embellishments, gilt hash marks to bands and simple gilt pattern to edges of boards.  Wide margined pages are bright and 
clean, complete with all of the immaculate and well struck illustrated plates, including the beautiful “Prospect of the Country at 
the Cape of Good Hope" Volume 1 frontispiece. The large folding map at the end of Volume I is clean and intact with no tears. 
Original endpapers and pastedowns. Provenance: Bookplate of John Rutherfurd, Esq. of Edgerston affixed to from pastedown of  
both volumes. 

Two Volume Set Containing Valuable Information from Cook’s Second Voyage   

$5,000



TAYLOR, Bayard (1825-1878) 

Eldorado, or, Adventures in the Path of Empire: Comprising a Voyage to California, via Panama; Life 
in San Francisco and Monterey; Pictures of the Gold Region, and Experiences of Mexican Travel

"Probably the Outstanding Book on the Early Gold Rush in California" (Cleland) “With Gorgeous Colored 
Plates of California Scenes” (Hanna)

The author's description of the Constitutional Convention in Monterey is the best we have, as are also the views he gives us of 
the earliest mining camps. The colored plates are beautifully tinted works of art depicting San Francisco, Monterey, Sacramento, 
and mining camps. Bayard Taylor saw everything and recorded all he saw" (Zamarano). The fine plates include San Francisco in 
November, 1848; Lower Bar, Mokelumne River; Monterey; The Volcano Diggings; San Francisco in November 1849; Sacramento 
City, from the South; Portsmouth Square, San Francisco; Mazatlan. The book met with great success selling 10,000 copies in 
America and 30,000 in England within two weeks. 

New York: George P. Putnam, 1850, First Edition, 2 volumes, 12 mo. An attractive set complete with all of the plates. The lists 
of plates in volume two uncorrected 8 tinted lithographic plates by Sarony and Major after Taylor's drawings. Volume 2. List of 
plates incorrectly cites the Mazatlan plate at page 8 rather than page 80 where the plate is bound in the book. Original green 
publisher's cloth, decorated in blind, spines show slight wear, gilt titles are still bright. Typical moderate foxing throughout. 

Cowan p.630, Graff 4074, Howes T43, Kurutz 618a, Sabin 94440, Streeter 2654, Wheat Gold Rush 204, Sloan: Volkmann

Zamorano 80: Number 73

Very Presentable Two Volume California Gold Rush Classic

$1,250



The Romance of El Camino Real

Published by Kaloprints Corporation, Los Angeles California

Vintage Photographs of California’s Missions

Historical survey of the California Missions and brief history of Father Junipero Serra and some of the indigenous people that 
lived during the Mission period. With 25 Authentic Kaloprints attesting to the period of construction (1769-1830) and the period 
of depletion (1835). Also the beginning of the partial preservation of the historic California Missions. 

Folio, 13.5 inches in height, circa 1937, Brown pebbled cloth with gilt tile to front board and embossed gilt frame border. Rear 
panel is matching blind stamped frame border, the simple brown spine is new. Limited Edition with California Landmarks and 
Historical Records Bureau Historical Record blank dedication page, unpaginated, beautiful original heavy paper stock, very clean 
brownish red and tan endpapers with matching pastedowns. 

The heavy textured paper stock is liberally used as additional preliminary pages and an additional sheet between each Mission 
photograph. The Kaloprints (photographs) are high quality and tipped in. The preceding facing page provides a description of 
the photograph with historical context. Amazing spider web designed tissue guards are substantial. A beautiful work of printing 
with an untrimmed foredge. Laid in is a 1937 certificate to the original owner from the California Landmarks Historical Records 
Bureau with their embossed seal and Director’s signature. Also included is a small brochure explaining the benefits  
of membership.

A Fine and Most Presentable Collection of Mission Kaloprints

$500     



TWAIN, Mark [Samuel Langhorne Clemens] (1835-1910)

Following the Equator, a Journey Around the World

The Classic Twain Travelogue Capturing his 1895-96 Worldwide Expedition and Lecture Tour

Mark Twain, in his fifth and final travel book, identifies himself as the narrator Mark Twain and tells of his world-wide expedition 
while on a lecture tour in 1895-1896. He primarily concentrated on his travels in India, Australia, and South Africa. Twain's 
daughter Suzy, who was twenty-four, had just died, and it was hoped that the lecture tour might lift Twain's spirits, as well as 
improve his financial position, as he had recently suffered several financial losses.

The American Publishing Company, Hartford, CT, 1897, Very Fine, First Edition; First Printing. Octavo, 712 pages. A Fantastic Fine 
First Edition, original blue cloth with front cover illustration of elephant, bright and clean, gilt decorated spine, frontispiece and 
tissue guard very clean. Text in never read condition. No previous owner bookplate or writing. BAL 3451. First state point present: 
Single (Hartford) imprint without mention of Doubleday & McClure as preference by Johnson, p 88, terminal fly-leaf, signature 
mark 11 on page 161 without priority given. 

BAL 3451

Exceptionally Clean First Edition, Housed in Custom Solander Case  

$2,250



TWAIN, Mark (Samuel L. Clemens) (1835-1910)

The Celebrated Jumping Frog of Calaveras County, and Other Sketches

“The Most Famous Tale in California, if Not Western, History”(Kurutz)

Clemens got the idea for this tale as he heard it told around the pot belly stove in the general store in Angels Camp, California. 
Mark Twain the humorist had been "born" in the Territorial Enterprise during Clemens’ tenure as editor of that paper in Virginia 
City. He submitted this work to his friend Artemus Ward for inclusion in a book of humorous stories Ward was then publishing 
in New York. Unfortunately, the submission arrived too late for inclusion. However, Clemens’ friend, Charles Webb, arranged to 
publish the "Frog" as the lead story in a book of additional material by Clemens. Some of the stories were re-published in later 
years; some tales were not. Because of this being the earliest book of Twain’s stories, the humor is somewhat uneven, giving us a 
glimpse of this giant of American literature as he was beginning to mature

C. H. Webb, New York: 1867. Green cloth hardcover. First Edition, Second Issue of Twain’s first book. 12 mo. 198 pages. Original 
green cloth, beveled boards, gilt- stamped cover and spine titles, gilt-stamped frog lower left corner of upper cover; expertly 
partially re-cased, spine ends restored. Housed in a green clamshell case, gilt-stamped spine title, rule and date.   

One of the most elusive first editions of Clemens, this book was issued in an edition of a little over 1000 copies. Twenty or so days 
later, another 550 copies were printed from the same stereotype plates. The only difference between the issues (as per BAL) is 
that the first issue has a single cream-colored leaf of advertisements inserted at the front, and individual letters of type at pages 
66 and 198 are undamaged. This copy shows the battered type and no evidence of the advertising leaf and is therefore a second 
issue. The binding was issued in several different color cloth (without priority), and the gilt- stamped frog on the cover is in the 
lower left corner; some copies are known with the frog facing the top of the book, in the middle of the upper cover. Again, no 
priority is assigned

Book previously owned by “Ella France Gage, Shasta Cal, The lady of Fountain House” written in pencil on rear pastedown. 

BAL 3310, Sloan: Volkmann

Zamorano 80: Number 17 

A Very Presentable Second Issue of Twain’s First Book

$7,500



VANCOUVER, George (1757-1798)

Voyage of Discovery to the North Pacific Ocean, and Round the World. Performed in the Years 1790, 
1791, 1792, 1793, 1794, and 1795, in the Discovery Sloop of War, and Armed Tender Chatham

"Of All Modern Exploring Voyages to the Pacific those of Cook, La Perouse and Vancouver were the Most 
Important" (Howes)

"Vancouver, who had served on Cook's third voyage, was made commander of an expedition whose express purpose was to 
reclaim wherever possible British rights to the Northwest Coast of America. Vancouver sailed to the Pacific via Australia, where he 
discovered and charted King George Sound and Cape Hood, passed Van Deiman's Land, and visited New Zealand, Hawaii and the 
Northwest Coast. During the course of three seasons, he surveyed Alaska and the Northwest Coast, investigated the Strait of Juan 
de Fuca, discovered the Strait of Georgia, and circumnavigated Vancouver Island. He visited San Francisco, Monterey, and other 
Spanish settlements in Alta California ' (Graff). "His voyage is important not only for the magnificent charts and splendid views 
that accompanied it, but also for the valuable and extensive amount of information that it provided on the Spanish settlements, 
the Indian tribes, and the physical features of the countries that he visited. It is one of the 'classics' of late eighteenth-century 
geographical literature" (Howell).

London Printed for G.G. and J. Robinson, and J. Edwards, 1798. First Edition. Three Quarto volumes, lacking folio atlas. Eighteen 
engraved plates, one of which is a map in the text. Typical uniform toning with some offsetting from boldly struck plates. 
Complete with half-titles. Text volumes rebound in full tree calf leather binding. Boards lined in double rule and ornamentation. 
Interior edge and border edge highly decorated in gilt.  Spines display 5 raised bands and 6 panels. Exquisite decorative gilt 
tooling to spine. Decorated red leather title labels and green leather volume labels to spine. Beautiful green marbled end-papers. 
Fine contemporary binding in style by Richard Smart, Old English Bindery, Vancouver, British Columbia. No Previous owner's 
bookplate. Plates and text very clean with some very light toning. An excellent set without atlas.

Cowan, p. 655. Graff 4456. Hill I, p. 303. Howes V23. Sabin 98443. HBS 64761. 
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Beautiful Rebound Classic of Northwest Exploration

$14,500



VENEGAS, Miguel (1680-1764)

A Natural and Civil History of California: Containing an Accurate Description of that Country, its Soil, 
Mountains, Harbours, Lakes, Rivers, and Seas, its Animals, Vegetables, Minerals…Together with 
Accounts of the Several Voyages and Attempts Made for Settling California

“The First English Translation Gave the English-Speaking World its Earliest Account of the Little Known Areas 
of the West Coast of North America” (Hill)

In researching this history, Venegas employed the highest level of historical methodology, collecting original manuscripts, 
annual reports, viceregal documents, memoirs, and letters of Fathers Salvatierra, Eusebio, Francisco Kino, Sigismundo Taraval, 
Juan de Ugarte, and numerous other missionaries in California and Sonora. The published work even though different from his 
original format provides early and valuable insights into the geography, native inhabitants, and the Jesuits work with the native 
population. Venegas’ work, the first real history of the mysterious California, was in high demand and was published from the 
original Spanish into English, Dutch, French and German.  

London: James Rivington & James Fletcher, First Edition in English, 1759, Two Volumes: 455, 387pages, Contemporary full 
speckled calf, beautifully re-spine with Moroccan title labels and raised bands. First published map showing lower California 
connected to mainland instead of as an island. Superior copper-engraved map is neatly folded, bound at page 12 of Volume 1. 
Text is exceptionally clean.

Eight copper-engraved plates on 4 leaves (many copies only have 2 leaves) Illustrations: 1. Women of California, 2. Men of 
California, 3. The Coyote or Fox 4. The taye or California Deer, 5. The Manner of Curing the Sick 6. Sorcerers of California 7. The 
Martyrdom of Father Carranco,  8. The Martyrdom of Father Tamaral. Very clean original preliminaries and edges lightly sprinkled. 
Provenance: Armorial bookplate of William Cunningham Esq. of Craigens.         

Sloan: Volkmann 

Zamorano 80: Number 78.

An Exceptionally Clean First English Edition of this Important Work

$5,000



VICTOR, Frances Fuller (1826-1902)

The Early Indian Wars of Oregon, Compiled from the Oregon Archives and other Original Sources 
with Muster Rolls

Important Historical Compilation of the History of Early Wars with Northwest Native Americans

"The author, one of the best Northwest historical writers, was commissioned by the Oregon legislature to record the history of 
the early wars with the Indians of the Northwest. Set forth in detail are the causes, the events, and the records of the Cayuse War, 
the Rogue River Wars, and the Yakima War that occurred during the first ten years of the Oregon Territory. The last 200 pages 
set forth the detailed muster rolls for each of the three wars, presenting the names of the soldiers and officers, their rank and 
companies, and the dates of service" (Tweney 79). 

Neatly affixed to the front pastedown of this copy is the printed text of an Oregon Senate resolution ordering that up to 100 
copies of this book be given by the Secretary of State to the Grand Commander of the Indian War Veterans of the North Pacific 
Coast so that veterans may provide corrections and additions, and "material may thus be gathered while these men live, who 
made history, that justice may be done to the pioneers and veterans that the whole state of Oregon will in years after be  
proud of."

Frank C. Baker, State Printer, Salem, Oregon, 1894.  First Edition. 719 pages including index. Original half calf and black pebbled 
cloth with red and black spine labels. Spine expertly re-backed preserving both of the original spine labels. Light wear to the 
leather internally clean and sound. Provenance: N.O. Caldwell written on top of front pastedown. Near fine.  

Howes V-88,  Smith 10548. 

Most Presentable First Edition Capturing the State’s Viewpoint of the Indian Wars

$500


